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Abstract— This paper describe how to reduce the drag force 

and increase the lift force in aircraft airfoils by increasing 

separation point in making of hexagonal shape of dimples in 

both inward and outward side separate airfoil models by using 

ANSYS (Fluent) software design. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper explain the design and flow analysis over airfoil 

with a hexagonal dimples and its effects by using the ANSYS 

(Fluent) software. Normally we all are thinking the smooth 

surface have the perfect aerodynamic characters but when 

compare to some rough surface it also have the perfect 

aerodynamic characteristics. For example consider the 

normal smooth surface ball and the golf ball. If we give same 

force with same direction to the both ball means the golf ball 

travelling distance is more than smooth surface ball. It was 

proven think. That the same concept was used in this project. 

We going to make a different dimples over on airfoils and it 

effects are analyzed by ANSYS (Fluent) software. The airfoil 

shape was make based on the NACA coordinates. Here we 

use the NACA0024 coordinate series. By using this 

coordinates we make three model that one model does not 

have any dimples that is known as the normal wing other two 

wings are one is having hexagonal inward dimples and 

another one wing is having hexagonal outward dimples. The 

main motive of the paper is to analyze the In between this 

model which one is having good aerodynamic characteristic 

based on the produced lift force, drag force and visual 

separation points. The hexagonal dimples are having some 

filled shapes for perfect aerodynamics properties. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

 
Chart 1: Methodology 

III. MODELING 

In introduction I am already we mentioned the airfoils are 

modeling based on NACA0024 coordinate series by 

solidworks 2012 software in mm.this project make three 

model one was without dimples another two wings are having 

hexagonal inward and outward dimples. That dimentions are 

given below table 

Nomenclature of the Airfoil Length in mm 

Coordinate Series NACA0024 

Span length 203.2 

Cord lenght 127 

Thickness 24% 

Table 1: Dimentions of the Airfoil without dimples 

Nomenclature of the Airfoil 
Length in 

mm 

Coordinate Series NACA0024 

Span lenght 203.2 

Cord lenght 127 

Thickness 24% 

Shape of the dimple(Both outward and 

inward) 
Hexagonal 

Dimple Diemeter 15.24 

Fillet Radius(inside face & outside edge) 5.08 & 2.54 

Dimple deapth for both inward and 

outward 
2.54 

Number of dimples(both inward & 

outward) 
8 

Distance between two dimples( both 

inward & outward) 
25.4 

Table 2: Dimentions of the Airfoil without dimples 

IV. CADD MODELING DIAGRAMS 

A. NACA0024 without dimple 

 
Fig. 1: Normal airfoil without dimple isomentric view 
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B. NACA0024 with inward hexagonal dimples 

 
Fig. 2 : Isomentric view 

 
Fig. 3:front view 

 
Fig. 3: Side View 

C. NACA0024 with outward hexagonal dimples 

 
Fig. 4 : Isomentric view 

 
Fig. 5: front view 

 
Fig. 6:Side View 

V. ANALYSING 

The above airfoil model was analysed by ANSYS(workbench 

14.0–fluent component). The analysed results contain a drag 

force,picture form of separation points and lift foce. This 

analysed process are contain some steps. That’s are shown in 

fig no:7. The results are compared with normal airfoil and 

dimpled airfoils with respect to various angle of attack. We 

take three kind of angle of attack that’s are 0 degree,10 degree 

,20degree respectivily.Finally the analysed results were 

compare with respect to angle of attacks iinterms of drag 

force and lift force of the designed wings. For analysis 

purpose we need to do a some process are there that’s are 

geometry generation by the help of solidworks(2012). Next 

import that part in ANSYS workbench14.0 next we do mesh 

generation into fine particles. Next do the pre processor jobs 

in ANSYS Fluent component. After the process need to solve 

the problems in so many iteration in ANSYS solver next the 

module show the result in dialogue box that note down and 

the sepration points are shown in ANSYS (CFD-post) interm 

of stream lines. 

A. Analysis Setup 

 
Fig. 7: Analysing setup 

B. Analysing Result 

The analysing results were taken from the CFD-post (post 

processor).the drag & lift forces are taken from workbench 

post processor interm of forces acting on wall solid(force 

acting on Airfoil in terms of X direction) and shear wall(force 

acting on Airfoil Y direction in upward). 
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1) Lift and Drag Forces Produced at 0’ Angle Of Attack: 

The produced lift and drag forces of noraml airfoil and 

dimpled airfoils in angle of attack at 0 degree  and sepration 

point stream line diagrams that’s are shown in follwing figure 

numbers 8,9,10,11,12,13. 

 
Fig. 8: drag and lift force for NACA00024 without dimples 

at 0 degree angle of attack 

 
Fig. 9: separation point interm of stream lines for                                    

NACA00024 without dimples at 0 degree angle of attack 

 
Fig. 10: drag and lift force for NACA00024 with hexagonal 

inward dimples at 0 degree angle of attack 

 
Fig. 11: separation point interm of stream lines for 

NACA00024 with hexagonal inward dimples at 0 degree 

angle of attack 

 
Fig. 12: drag and lift force for NACA00024 with hexagonal 

outward dimples at 0 degree angle of attack 

 
Fig. 13: separation point interm of stream lines for                     

NACA00024 with hexagonal outward dimples at 0 degree 

angle of attack 

2) Lift and Drag Forces Produced at 10’ Angle Of Attack 

The produced lift and drag forces of noraml airfoil and 

dimpled airfoils in angle of attack at 10 degree  and sepration 

point stream line diagrams that’s are shown in follwing figure 

numbers 14,15,16,17,18,19. 
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Fig. 14:drag and lift force for NACA00024 without dimples 

at 10 degree angle of attack 

 
Fig. 15: separation point interm of stream lines for 

NACA00024 without dimples at 10 degree angle of attack 

 
Fig. 16: drag and lift force for NACA00024 with hexagonal 

inward dimples at 10 degree angle of attack 

 
Fig. 17: separation point interm of stream lines for 

NACA00024 with hexagonal inward dimples at 10 degree 

angle of attack 

 
Fig. 18: drag and lift force for NACA00024 with hexagonal 

outward dimples at 10 degree angle of attack 

 
Fig. 19: separation point interm of stream lines for 

NACA00024 with hexagonal outward dimples at 10 degree 

angle of attack 

3) Lift and Drag Forces Produced at 20’ Angle Of Attack 

The produced lift and drag forces of noraml airfoil and 

dimpled airfoils in angle of attack at 10 degree  and sepration 

point stream line diagrams that’s are shown in follwing figure 

numbers 20,21,22,23,24,25. 

 
Fig. 20:drag and lift force for NACA00024 without dimples 

at 20 degree angle of attack 
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Fig. 21: separation point interm of stream lines for 

NACA00024 without dimples at 20 degree angle of attack 

 
Fig. 22: drag and lift force for NACA00024 with hexagonal 

inward dimples at 20 degree angle of attack 

 
Fig. 23: separation point interm of stream lines for                     

NACA00024 with hexagonal inward dimples at 20 degree 

angle of attack 

 
Fig. 24: drag and lift force for NACA00024 with hexagonal 

outward dimples at 20 degree angle of attack 

 
Fig. 25: separation point interm of stream lines for 

NACA00024 with hexagonal outward dimples at 20 degree 

angle of attack 

VI. COMPARISION TABLE AND GRAPH 

In this work results were compare with the help of following 

tables.here we done two kind of table that’s are shown the 

drag force and lift forces with respect to the shape of the 

dimple and the angle of attack sepratly that’s are shown in the 

table number 3 and 4. 
Angle of attack 

0 degree 
10 

degree 

20 

degree 
Types of NACA0024 

airfoil 

Normal airfoil without 

dimples 
119.40N 352.92N 846.50N 

Airfoil with hexagonal 

inward dimples 
106.23N 259.21N 609.56N 

Airfoil with hexagonal 

outward dimples 
116.70N 275.89N 624.65N 

Table 3: Drag force table 
Angle of attack 

0 

degree 
10 degree 20 degree Types of NACA0024 

airfoil 

Normal airfoil without 

dimples 
73.72N 955.62N 1986.27N 

Airfoil with hexagonal 

inward dimples 
26.89N 2007.09N 3798.51N 

Airfoil with hexagonal 

outward dimples 
1.174N 1082.02N 1963.54N 

Table 4: Lift force table 

All the values are in Newton(N) 
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Graph 1:Drag force Vs Angle of attack 

The above graph consiter the drag force in Y axis and Angle 

of attack in X axis 

 
Graph 2: Lift force Vs Angle of attack 

The above graph consiter the lift force in Y axis and Angle of 

attack in X axis 

VII. CONCLUSION 

According to this paper work when you compare to normal 

airfoil with the dimpled airfoil the dimpled airfoils were to 

give efficient results interms of drag force and lift force at 

different angle of attack (0,10,20 degree).thats are shown in 

the previous analysing result and comparison table value. 

h\Hexagonal dimpled (both inward and outward dimles) 

airfoils have less drag force and high lift force than the normal 

airfoils. 
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